Castles

A castle is a type of building. They were built to protect the people living inside. In the past, they were homes to important people like kings or lords.

Windsor Castle is the biggest castle in England and is home to the Queen. The biggest castle in the world is Prague Castle. Castles are often built on hills. Many have moats around them. A moat is a ditch dug around the castle and filled with water. This makes it more difficult for people to attack the castle.

Now answer the following questions. Write in full sentences.

1. Who lived inside castles in the past?

2. Which is the biggest castle in the world?

3. What is the name of the ditch filled with water?

4. Who lives in Windsor Castle?
Answers

1. Who lived inside castles in the past?
   In the past, they were homes to important people like kings or lords.

2. Which is the biggest castle in the world?
   The biggest castle in the world is Prague Castle.

3. What is the name of the ditch filled with water?
   The ditch dug around the castle and filled with water is called a moat.

4. Who lives in Windsor Castle?
   The Queen lives in Windsor Castle.